uring the nineteenth century in Europe, an increased interest in scientific progress began to sweep intellectual and social circles. This interest was not only isolated to scientific circles, but infiltrated into literature as well. A very interesting example of this relationship emerged in France during the late nineteenth century. A fury of scientific activity and technological development had been changing the face and mindset of Europe during the past two centuries -by the end of the seventeenth century, the bases of scientific methodology and experimentation had already been developed. But despite these changes, by the middle of the nineteenth century, medicine was still struggling to be considered as an experimental science. In 1865, French physiologist Claude Bernard (1813-1878) published Introduction à l'étude de la médecine expérimentale (Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine), outlining the core of the scientific experimental method as it could be applied in medicine. Now considered a classic scientific text, Bernard's book helped change perceptions and helped medicine evolve into being accepted as an experimental science. A short decade after Bernard's death, French naturalist writer Émile Zola (1840-1902) reprised Bernard's work in an essay entitled Le Roman Expérimental (1880) . In it, Zola sought to prove that Bernard's experimental method could be applied to literature in order to make novel writing a scientific domain as well. While Zola seemed have a genuine interest in sciences and seemed to understand Bernard's arguments, his application of the experimental method to writing contains fundamental flaws. There are instances where Zola takes Bernard's quotations out of context in order to support an unrelated argument. Zola also ascribed contradictory roles to the experimental novel, undermining its "scientific validity", and more problematically, Zola's version of an experiment does not conform to Bernard 
History
As a young man, Bernard set out to begin a career in literature, but quickly found his calling in medicine. He interned at the Hotel Dieu in Paris and studied under the famous physiologist François Magendie. It was during this time that Bernard was introduced to the concept of experimentation in medicine. Through the use of experimentation, in twenty years, Bernard had made arguably more important advances in physiology than any of his contemporaries [1] . His most famous discoveries include the functions of several glands (most notably the pancreas), the existence of vasomotor nerves, and the glycogenic function of the liver. During Bernard's time, chemistry, physics, and mathematics were considered pure sciences, each with the application of a scientific experimental method. Medicine, however, was still considered an art by many in France. With the experimental method and a clear set of laws, predictable and repeatable results could be yielded in the pure sciences. In medicine, however, there seemed to be no set laws or method. The same treatment could be applied to two patients with the same problem and yield opposite results. Physicians were often hailed as 'artists' because they were credited with using a personal method and intuition in treatment as opposed to a standard scientific method. Another barrier for medicine was a continuation of vitalistic ideas in the practice. Since ancient times, the philosophical theory of vitalism had permeated medicine. It claims that living beings have an inherent 'life force' which made them different from inanimate objects. As such, the laws governing pure sciences were perceived as having no place in science. In his book, Bernard argues vehemently against vitalism and personal methods in medicine. For Bernard, the experimental method is the only way to advance medicine. While Bernard clearly rejects vitalism, one philosophic movement he embraces is positivism. Pioneered by French sociologist Auguste Comte (1798-1857), positivism was a theory that claimed that mankind has progressed through three stages (theological, metaphysical and positive). Humanity evolved from using supernatural explanations to using scientific reasoning to explain natural phenomena [2] . Comte's theory had an important impact on the French intellectual and scientific culture during the nineteenth century -Bernard and Zola were no exceptions. Bernard emulates positivism in his philosophy of the sciences [3] . He states that in order to obtain truth, sciences must use experimentation in order to determine the causes and workings of nature:
Men of science learn every day from experience; by experience they constantly correct their scientific ideas, their theories; rectify them, bring them into harmony with more and more facts, and so come nearer and nearer to the truth. -Bernard, Introduction. 1957 . Pg 12. i Medicine, like any other science, shares the goal of discovering truths about the physical world.
Why Write An Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine?
Bernard wrote An Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine as a response to vitalism and to those claiming that medicine could not be considered an experimental science. The book focuses on two main points, that the experimental method is common to all experimental sciences and that it can be applied to medicine. In the first section of the book, Bernard describes experimental reasoning in its method as well as in its importance to science. In the rest of the book he argues that the experimental method already existed for chemistry and physics and that it can be applied to medicine (physiology, pathology, and therapeutics) [4] . Bernard argues that the same laws that act on inanimate objects also act upon and within living bodies, and that the experimental method is the only way to discover those interactions: Medicine's evolution towards becoming an experimental science is inevitable. According to Bernard, deduction by observation alone in medicine led to error in theories, treatments, and a lack of universal progress in the field. A lack of experimental reasoning and method led to the acceptance of vitalistic beliefs and was, in his opinion, a huge obstacle for science [5] .
There are many details and issues covered in Introduction, but for the purposes of this article the focus will be on the first section of the book, which outlines Bernard's experimental method, its role and its importance in medicine and society. This is the section from which Zola takes most of the quotations used in The Experimental Novel.
HISTORY AND INTENT OF ÉMILE ZOLA'S "THE EXPERIMENTAL NOVEL"
History Zola (1840-1902) was a journalist and novelist whose career spanned the latter half of the nineteenth century. He is considered the founder of the short-lived French naturalist movement. Naturalism extended from the French realist movement pioneered by Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850) and Gustave Flaubert (1821-1880). Realism was a reaction against romanticism from earlier in the nineteenth century. The importance of emotion and the supernatural in romanticism was replaced with logic and the rational. Realism was based on the observation of society, description and history [6] . What sets naturalism apart from realism is its purpose and its level of detail. While realism sought to create a picture of reality, naturalism sought to understand it. Zola would spend months in preparation for writing, taking detailed notes about specific historical events, settings, and people's behaviours. He wanted his novels to be more than realistic, he wanted them to be an analysis of social and genetic histories, conducted by his own ideas of scientific experimentation.
Throughout his life, Zola showed an interest in science. He was well-versed in the natural selection theories of Charles Darwin (1809-1882), the theories on heredity of Prosper Lucas (1805-1885), and almost as importantly, the experimental method of Claude Bernard [7] . It was Bernard's Introduction which fascinated and inspired Zola to apply his own 'experimental method' to literature. He wanted to do more than just conduct a social study of society as the realists had done. Carried along by the positivist wave in society, Zola wanted literature to become a scientific endeavour in itself. iii Zola applies Bernard's arguments to literature, trying to dispel criticism for his 'scientific approach' and to prove that it is natural for literature to evolve into its own experimental science. Secondly, Zola seeks to distinguish naturalism from realism and romanticism by use of experimental method. While Zola was heavily influenced by realist authors, he also sought to 'out do' these literary giants by claiming the prestige of scientific activity in his writing [8] . Zola claimed that he could use the method to uncover truths about human society. It would then be used to work towards human betterment and happiness. Unlike the realists, who sought to document society, he wanted his novels to be "...scientific, a series of experiments constructed by a new type of scientist working with pen and ink, instead of test tubes and a Bunsen burner [9] ." Thirdly, Zola sought to dispel critique from those calling his work immoral. His earlier works, La Confession de Claude (1865) and Thérèse Raquin (1867) included strong themes of adultery, political corruption and criticism, degenerative genetics diseases and murder. Although met with public outcry and strong criticism, the controversial themes actually served to increase publicity and sales. Although Zola probably believed in the concept of the experimental novel to a large degree, explaining the necessity of a scientific value and objective tone to his writing was a way of escaping moral condemnation. He claimed that he was not personally condoning the actions of the characters, but rather participating in a scientific experiment of the highest moral importance for society. Regardless of which of the three reasons was his main objective, one must first understand Bernard's experimental method in order to understand Zola's application of it.
Why

Bernard's Experimental Method
Bernard believed that all sciences have the same goal: to "try to reach knowledge of the law of the phenomena, as to foresee, vary or master phenomena" [10] .
iv It is not enough for sciences to be able to predict the occurrence of phenomenon, they explore them so as to understand how they are caused and how they can be manipulated and controlled.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OBSERVATIONAL AND EXPERIEMENTAL SCIENCE: THE ROLE OF OBSERVATION AND EXPERIMENTATION
First, Bernard explains the difference between observation and experimentation and the difference between observational and experimental science. He explains that observation is simply watching, analysing and recording how things in nature present themselves. Experimentation involves manipulating the object to put it into specific conditions in order to test an idea [11] . Bernard argues that experimentation is necessary to a true science: While it is possible to create theories or obtain a better understanding of nature through observation, Bernard argues that without experimentation, there is no way of verifying these theories and hypotheses. Without experimentation, there is too much room for error and misinterpretation of the causes of phenomena. He cites astronomy as an example of an observational science -theories concerning the movement of the celestial bodies must be drawn from observation alone, for there is no way of acting on the bodies in order to test the theories. Chemistry is cited as an example of an experimental science because a chemist creates specific conditions and experiments to act upon compounds and molecules in order to discover their properties and the laws governing them.
The Experimental Method
Bernard argues that the purpose of experimental medicine is to determine the laws of physiological and biological phenomenon in order to predict, manipulate, and control them with the eventual goal of mastering and curing all disease. In order to attain this goal, it must adopt the experimental method common to physics and chemistry. He outlines three stages -observation, experiment, and conclusion:
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Vol. vi From the initial observation, an idea arises that can be tested. The physician then creates and conducts an experiment in order to test the hypothesis, and can either confirm or disprove the original idea based on the results of the experiment.
1) Observation
All experimental hypotheses arise out of observation. As a physician studies a phenomenon as it presents itself in nature, and in the context of previous research on the subject, an idea about its cause arises [12] . Bernard The observation resulting out of the first stage is the foundation for the experiment phase.
2) Experiment
A physical experiment must be constructed and conducted in order to test the idea. Bernard explains:
In the experimental method, search for facts, ie, investigation, is always accompanied by reasoning, so that experimenters usually make an experiment to control or verify the value of an experimental idea. Bernard, Introduction. 1957. Pg 19. viii A good experiment will be able to support or disprove a hypothesis. In order to test it, there are two fundamental elements required-a well-thought out experiment and the proper tools to conduct and record the results of the experiment. The experimenter must properly define the parameters, tools, and conditions under which the experiment occurred to ensure that if replicated, the experiment's results can accurately be compared [13] .
Another important aspect to the experiment phase is impartiality:
The experimenter must now disappear or rather change himself instantly into an observer ; and it is only after he has noted the results of the experiment exactly […] As the experiment is conducted, the experimenter must become an observer and only analyse and interpret the results once they are recorded in an unbiased manner.
3) Results and Conclusions
During the third stage, the scientist compares the original observations with results from the experiment in order to verify and judge the hypothesis. There are two possible outcomes: i) the experiment supports the hypothesis, it is considered as evidence towards confirming the theory concerning the cause of the phenomenon; or ii) the experiment contradicts the hypothesis.
If it contradicts the hypothesis, Bernard argues that the hypothesis should not automatically be discarded, but rather that first the entire experiment should be analysed to see if the experiment itself was the source of error (in method, tools, or reasoning). It is only in continually testing and reconstructing our understanding of nature that science will advance closer to 'truth'.
Importance and Application of the Method
Bernard argues that the experimental method is the only way to advance science towards knowing truths about nature and the universe. Even if the experiments on complicated subjects fail to prove a hypothesis, they can generate new ideas for future experiments or hypotheses. Bernard refers to these types of experiments as "experiments to see" [14] .
x The next researcher may use the previous experiment to make a breakthrough on the subject. Bernard views science as a collaborative activity where all scientists labour together, building off one another's work in order to come closer to truth. The individual genius of the scientist is in their ability to reason experimentally, create experimental conditions, and interpret results to test their hypotheses. In the latter half of his book, Bernard supports his arguments using examples from his own personal research and experience as a physiologist, professor, and researcher. In conclusion, he addresses criticisms of his method and restates the inevitability of medicine becoming an experimental science alongside physics and chemistry. He restates his argument that if the experimental method is applied in medicine, it will serve to standardize the practice (by removing personal classification systems and folk superstitions) and evolve medicine towards a complete understanding of physiology, pathology, and therapy in order to successfully treat and prevent disease. xii Zola agrees with Bernard that all phenomena are dictated by determined laws and extrapolates from the statement to include human psychology and brain activity. Zola claims that the experimental novel will be one way to discover causes of psychological and emotional phenomena. Just as Bernard states that medicine is still considered an art and is in its infancy as an experimental science, so Zola claims that the experimental novel is also in its infancy. He also claims that a combination of heredity and social environment influence and determine emotions and social phenomena. The results of the 'experiments' are supposed to provide law makers and sociologists with tools and understanding to create laws and set moral standards accordingly. Zola takes Bernard's three phases of the experimental method and applies them to the novel.
Zola's Experimental Method
1) Observation
The experimental novelist observes society and individuals. Like the scientist, as he studies society, a hypothesis arises which must be tested. In preparation for the experiment, the novelist observes and studies geographical locations (depending on where the novel is going to be set), individuals in different social classes and professions, politics, religion, history, and all scientific research concerning the issue in question. An experimental novel usually sets out to explore a specific issue (ie the inheritance of alcoholism as in L'Assommoir) [15] . From the novelist's observations arises the idea that they will test in their experiment -the novel.
2) Experiment
The experiment for an experimental novelist is the novel itself. The experimental novelist creates characters with specific characteristics and places them in 'experimental conditions' in order to test their hypothesis. The experiment is supposed to arise from the interaction of specific hereditary attributes, social class, and the interaction of specifically created characters.
Then the experimentalist appears and introduces an experiment, that is to say, sets his characters going in a certain story so as to show that the succession of facts will be such as the requirements of the determinism of the phenomena under examination call for. -Zola, The Experimental Novel. 1964. Pg 5.
xiii Just as Bernard claims that the genius of the individual scientist is in their capacity to reason and create experimental conditions to test their hypotheses, so Zola claims that the genius of the novelist is in their creative ability to create characters and conditions that will effectively verify their hypothesis [16] . For the author, the experiment is within the nature of the characters, and in the conditions and the situations through which they live.
3) Results and Conclusions
The actions, emotions and physical states of the characters throughout and at the end of the novel are the 'results' of the experiment. Once the novel is completed, the experimental novelist then compares their original observations with the 'results' of the novel in order to render a judgement on their hypothesis: xv In Bernard's method, the hypothesis, the experiment and results are created and analysed by the same scientist. Zola claims that the experimental novelists' results are so obvious that they speak for themselves and that it is society's responsibility to interpret the results and use the new understanding to improve. An obvious challenge to this claim is the wide spectrum of reactions to and interpretations of Zola's novels themselves. If so many people reacted adversely to his novels that Zola had to write two manifestos explaining his intent and method (Preface to the 2 nd edition of Thérèse Raquin and The Experimental Novel), then surely the original observations to compare the results and, moreover, the fact that he was conducting an experiment at all could not have been as clear and obvious as he claims.
Importance and Role of the Experimental Novel
Zola claims that the experimental novel discovers laws ruling over human psychology, thereby giving law makers and society greater insight into how to prevent crime and immorality. Unlike Bernard, who gives specific examples of how he applied the experimental method in his own research and how the resulting conclusions changed actual theories in the field of physiology, Zola provides no specific examples or applications resulting from an experimental novel. He cites Balzac's Cousine Bette as an example of an early experimental novel, but provides resulting conclusions on neither human relations nor any evidence that it changed French society. Overall, the application of the results of the experimental novel is fairly vague and is the least explained of the three stages.
Critique of Zola's Method
While Zola does a fairly accurate job of summarising the main points of Bernard's Introduction, there are a few serious flaws in his application of the experimental method in literature. Zola takes quotations out of context in order to use them to support completely unrelated arguments. In so doing, he undermines the validity and importance of the experimental novel; and most fatally, Zola's version of the experiment stage comes nowhere close to being what Bernard would consider a true scientific experiment. The clearest example of Zola quoting Bernard out of context comes early on in his essay. When Bernard writes that experimentation needs to be practiced in hospitals, amphitheatres and laboratories [17] , Zola interprets this as proof that the experimental method will be one day practiced in all levels in society -including literature. What Zola does not explain is that in that specific quotation, Bernard refers specifically to experimentation in all forms of medicine, and in all places were medicine is practiced. Later on in Introduction, Bernard explains the passage in depth. He explains that the experimental method and reasoning should be taught to young physicians in school ("amphithéâtres"), used for observation in hospitals, and conducted in experiments in laboratories. It has nothing to do with the average lay person and is especially not directed towards novelists.
In the first half of his essay, Zola claims that the experimental novel will be used to arrive at absolute scientific principles [18] . This claim is undermined in other parts of the essay, where Zola claims that the experimental novel is more of an "experiment to see" [19] -an attempt to generate ideas for a scientists' research. Near the very end of the essay, Zola compares the role of the experimental novelist to that of the philosopher, as described by Bernard. Bernard distinguished between sciences -which seek the how of how things work -and philosophy, which seeks the why. Bernard argues that while philosophy can never arrive at a conclusion about truth, its role is to inspire and guide the sciences: Zola claims that experimental novelists serve the same role as philosophers -to generate ideas and inspiration for scientists. The problem is that Bernard explicitly states that philosophers themselves can never uncover scientific truths. In making that comparison, as with his claims to being an experiment to see, Zola undermines his original argument that the experimental novel is a valid and necessary scientific enterprise.
The fundamental flaw with Zola's theory, however, is that his version of an experiment does not conform to Bernard's standards of a scientific experiment. If we recall Bernard's explanation of observation and experimentation, observation is merely forming conclusions based upon seen phenomena naturally occurring in nature. Experimentation is verifying a hypothesis based upon a comparison between an original observation from nature and a second observation resulting from a manipulated experiment. In a theoretical sense, Zola is taking an original observation and comparing it to the results of an experiment (based on character interaction in the novel), but the problem is that it is an entirely fictional experiment. There are no real people being
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acted upon and no physical results. Bernard himself undermines Zola's entire argument by saying that "the mind in itself has only the feeling of a necessary relation between things: it can know the form of that relation only by experience" [20] . xvii Zola's experiments are entirely based on the relations he perceives between things. Because there is no physical experiment, the 'results' he records are completely fictional. Zola claims scientific accuracy and objectivity. In an experimental novel, however, the results are either deducted from the hypothesis or completely created from the author's imagination. Perhaps there would be some interest in physically conducting Zola's experiments and studies on actual people, but that would enter the domain of psychology or anthropology, and would no longer be fictional literature. It is clear that Zola did apply a version of his method in his own work. The Rougon-Macquart cycle is a twenty novel series in which Zola attempts to study the genetic and social evolution of a family living in France under the Second Empire. In each novel, Zola attempted to study a particular social 'question'. For example, in L'Assomoir (1877), Zola attempts to study the alcoholism in the Parisian working classes. What exactly, however, his hypothesis, experiment or conclusions are from the novel are vague, undefined and do not reflect the kind of experiments Bernard would have considered to be scientific. In addition, Zola misquotes Bernard on key concepts and ultimately undermines the value of his own arguments by inconsistently attributing varying scientific values to the experimental novel.
CONCLUSION
Bernard outlined three stages to the experimental method: observation, experimentation, and conclusion. Zola's attempt to apply Bernard's method to the novel was theoretically flawed despite Zola's seeming understanding of the basic tenets of Bernard's arguments and method. While Zola had a sincere interest in science, his application of scientific theories in literature was convoluted, the specific hypotheses and results unclear, and ultimately, a far cry from scientifically accurate. Both authors set out with specific agendas, Bernard to prove that the future of medicine was as an experimental science, and Zola to prove that the future of literature was as an experimental science. Nearly two hundred years later, it is clear which of the two made better arguments. Zola failed to convince the audience of the present and of his time, but The Experimental Novel and Zola's body of work remains today a fascinating case study of the widespread influence of science in the nineteenth century and dynamic relationship between the arts and the sciences. 
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